
Attendance
----------------
Steve, James, Emir, Sergio, Christos, Giuseppe, Nick, John

Apologies
--------------
Cyril, Gilles, Guillaume

Minutes
-----------
- GOCDB has now moved repo to manchester
  - Pending still - update on ops portal move still to be got 

- SWAT - We should expose the risk assessment - Danica

- Gilda - best way to get site list is to give a static list
   - future way is group in ATP - need to get this from Gilda

TODO : John + James - getting Gilda results into SAM database.  Should already be coming 
into the prod messaging with a Gilda VO topic.

Reports:
----------------
APEL
 - have tested with 'prod' brokers (dev instance) with security
 - T6/T9 done
 - doing external site testing now (T10)

Gridview 
- on target for end of month

SAM
- MyEGEE portal is now dev complete - in testing

Messaging
- Now starting the WanTest phase

James - to send wiki page on server setup and test tools
  - should have monitoring details too
  - starting to set up all brokers now
Try and keep a test infrastructure too - it should be distributed but can be small

gStat 
- release candidate last week

Accounting Portal
- regionalization on track

Regional dashboard
 - plan defined for how to move forward - Nick to send details later today...

Upcoming Releases
-----------------------------
MyEGEE + ATP are in testing



No configuration in testing yet.

Drop-in upgrade - "more things will work"

AOB
-------
James will in the future send meeting minutes + date of next meeting 

Christos:  How do we limit/configure which nagios sends notifications
James: NCG config
Christos: How to limit which one
James: by mesaging config on reader/writer roles

Christos:  What VO to use for testing
James/Steve:  We should extend ops.  Will send mail to SA1 managers to clarify.

Giuseppe: Robot Certs - any update?
John: Need to follow up with CERN CA to use it - but it's agreed

Christos:  Can we get all old rpms online too
Steve: In current tooling not possible to have yum style repo, but they're there.  Will send 
link.

Next Meeting : 10th Dec.


